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A DSA-BASED SCHEME FOR DEFENDING AGAINST IP PREFIX HIJACKING WITHOUT 
REPOSITORIES 
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Original scientific paper 
IP prefix hijacking poses a serious threat to the security of the Internet. Cryptographic authenticating origin ASes (Autonomous Systems) of advertised 
prefix, which is an effective way of preventing IP prefix hijacking, has received wide acceptance. However, these existing schemes received various critical 
comments on their inefficiency when cryptographic authenticating origin ASes. For improving efficiency, we take full advantage of specific characteristics 
of DSA (Digital Signature Algorithm) and thus present a scheme for preventing IP prefix hijacking. There are two characteristics, which are DSA-based 
and efficient, in the proposed scheme. Firstly, because DSA is a United States Federal Government standard for digital signatures, the DSA-based can 
maintain compatibility with the DSA and its analytical tools, and thus it is easier for proposed scheme to be widely accepted and applied into practice. 
Secondly, public key certificates are not necessary because public keys can be computed by using a formula. Separated verifying signatures in these 
certificates, which are inevitable in almost all existing cryptography-based schemes, can be replaced with computing of a multi-exponentiation formula.  
Thus, the efficiency is achieved. 
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Shema za obranu od krađe IP prefiksa bez repozitorija utemeljena na DSA 
 

Izvorni znanstveni članak 
Krađa IP prefiksa predstavlja ozbiljnu prijetnju za sigurnost Interneta. Kriptografsko ustanovljavanje autentičnosti porijekla ASes (Autonomnih Sustava) 
oglašenog prefiksa, što predstavlja učinkovit način sprećavanja krađe IP prefiksa, široko je prihvaćeno. Međutim, postojećim se shemama upućuju različiti 
kritički komentari vezani za njihovu neučinkovitost kod kriptografskog ustanovljavanja autentičnosti porijekla ASes. U svrhu poboljšanja učinkovitosti, 
koristimo prednosti specifičnih obilježja DSA (Digital Signature Algorithm) te predstavljamo shemu za sprećavanje krađe IP prefiksa. Postoje dva 
obilježja predložene sheme, temeljena na DSA i učinkovita. Prvo, budući da je DSA standard za digitalne potpise federalne vlade SAD, DSA temeljeno 
obilježje može zadržati kompatibilnost s DSA i njegovim analitičkim alatima te je na taj način olakšano široko prihvaćanje i primjena u praksi predložene 
sheme. Drugo, državni ključni certifikati (key certificates) nisu potrebni jer se mogu izračunati pomoću formule. Odvojeni potpisi za verifikaciju u tim 
certifikatima, koji su neizbježni u gotovo svim postojećim shemama temeljenim na kriptografiji, mogu se zamijeniti računanjem multi-eksponencijalne 
formule. Na taj je način postignuta učinkovitost.    
  
Ključne riječi: certifikati; DSA; krađa IP prefiksa; multi-eksponencijacija 
 
 
1  Introduction 

 
In the Internet, networks share information via routers. 

A group of routers under the same administrative control 
is considered an autonomous system [15]. There are about 
46,000 Autonomous Systems (ASes) [1] in the Internet 
(see Fig. 1). Border Gateway Protocol (BGP), which is 
the de-facto protocol enabling interdomain routing in the 
Internet, cannot authenticate origin ASes when update 
messages are broadcast among ASes. An AS can advertise 
a prefix from address space unassigned by or belonging to 
another AS. This kind of attack, an example of which is 
shown as Fig. 2, is called IP prefix hijacking [2, 3]. 

 

 
Figure1 A report of AS counts [1] 

 
Left part of Fig. 2 presents how update messages and 

traffic broadcast when there is no prefix hijacking. AS0 is 
owner of IP prefix 129.82.0.0/16. It sends an update 

message to AS4 for announcing itself is the origin AS of 
this prefix. This announcing is shown as a dotted directed 
line from AS0 to AS4. If this announcing is accepted, AS4 
will send AS0 all of traffic whose destination is 
129.82.0.0/16, which is shown as a full line from AS4 to 
AS0. AS4 sends an update message to AS3 for announcing 
interdomain path <129.82.0.0/16, AS0, AS4>, which is 
shown as a dotted directed line from AS4 to AS3. If this 
announcing is accepted, AS3 will send AS4 almost all of 
traffic whose destination is 129.82.0.0/16, which is shown 
as a full line from AS3 to AS4. Each of ASes in the route 
will append itself the number of AS into AS-PATH it 
receives from upstream neighbour AS. Left part of Fig. 2 
presents how update messages and traffic broadcast when 
there is no prefix hijacking. AS0 is owner of IP prefix 
129.82.0.0/16. It sends an update message to AS4 for 
announcing itself is the origin AS of this prefix. This 
announcing is shown as a dotted directed line from AS0 to 
AS4. If this announcing is accepted, AS4 will send AS0 all 
of traffic whose destination is 129.82.0.0/16, which is 
shown as a full line from AS4 to AS0. AS4 sends an update 
message to AS3 for announcing interdomain path 
<129.82.0.0/16, AS0, AS4>, which is shown as a dotted 
directed line from AS4 to AS3. If this announcing is 
accepted, AS3 will send AS4 almost all of traffic whose 
destination is 129.82.0.0/16, which is shown as a full line 
from AS3 to AS4. Each of ASes in the route will append 
itself number of AS into AS-PATH it receives from 
upstream neighbour AS.
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Figure 2 An example of IP prefix hijacking 

 
Right part of Fig. 2 presents how AS’, which is not 

the true origin AS (or owner) of 129.82.0.0/16, launches 
IP prefix hijacking for attracting traffic whose origin 
destination is 129.82.0.0/16. AS’, who is malicious and 
pretends to be origin AS of IP prefix 129.82.0.0/16, sends 
an update message to AS2 in order to announce itself is 
the origin AS of IP prefix 129.82.0.0/16. Comparing with 
true path <129.82.0.0/16, AS0, AS4, AS3, AS2>, fake path 
<129.82.0.0/16, AS’, AS2> is shorter and thus more 
attractive, almost all traffic sent by AS2 and destinated to 
129.82.0.0/16, will be redirected to AS’. This attack 
launched by AS’ cannot only pollute AS2, but also can 
pollute many other ASes by broadcast of update messages. 
As a result, AS’ succeeds in pretending to be origin AS of 
targeted prefix and hijacking some traffic. This kind of 
attack is called IP prefix hijacking. If some measurements 
can prevent malicious AS from succeeding in pretending 
to be origin AS (or owner) of targeted prefix, then the 
security of the Internet about IP prefix hijacking is 
achieved.  

In the way described above, update messages and 
traffic broadcast throughout the whole Internet.  

Any AS whose prefix is hijacked may experience 
reachability problems and cannot easily identify the actual 
cause [3]. IP prefix hijacking is essentially a special form 
of denial of service attack. Hijacked prefixes can also be 
used for carrying out malicious activities, raising the 
challenge of identifying the actual perpetrator [2]. 

IP prefix hijacking poses a serious threat on the 
security of the Internet such as the traffic hole on global 
scale brought about by AS7007 [4], the access 
interruption of Youtube caused by misoperation of 
Pakistan Telecom (AS17557) [5], interception induced by 
China’s misconfiguration [6], and so on.  

Most existing proposals on prefix hijack fall into two 
categories. The first category is based on cryptography [8] 
[9÷13], and the second category is based on detection [3, 
16÷19].  

Cryptographic authenticating origin ASes 
(Autonomous Systems) of advertised prefix, which is an 
effective way of preventing IP prefix hijacking, has 
received wide acceptance [15].  

The reason why IP prefix hijacking is caused is that 
there is no signal for verifier to judge whether an AS is 
the origin AS (or owner) of targeted prefix or not. 
Certainly, the signal should be unchangeable. If there is 
this kind of signal, malicious AS cannot pretend to be 

origin AS of targeted prefix, because this pretending can 
inevitably be found and prohibited. If this signal is a 
cryptographic digital signature (including asymmetric and 
symmetric signature), then corresponding measurements 
are called cryptographic authenticating origin ASes of 
advertised prefixes. 

For instance, in S-BGP, the typical method of 
cryptographic authenticating origin ASes, the prefix 
owner has an asymmetric private key for each prefix, 
generated by a global trust entity. A digital signature 
called as address attestation, is created by the owner using 
its private key. This address attestation is used to signal 
whether the AS is origin AS of targeted prefix or not. 
Each AS along a path will verify that the prefix actually 
belongs to the AS with the corresponding public key. 

Cryptographic authenticating origin ASes of 
advertised prefixes, as the fundamental method used by 
asymmetric cryptography based solutions to prevent IP 
prefix hijacking, can be divided into two parts [7]. In the 
first part, owners of prefixes sign the AS numbers (AS#s) 
of origin ASes using themselves private keys. In the 
second part, receivers of update messages verify these 
signatures using public keys corresponding to advertised 
prefixes.  

However, these existing cryptography-based schemes 
received various critical comments on their computational 
inefficiency when cryptographic authenticating origin 
ASes [15]. Efficiency is important for authenticating 
update messages because BGP speakers receive large 
amounts of such messages, and sometimes they arrive in 
bursts. These bursts always are brought about when 
network topology changes. Data packets will not be 
correctly routed until routing reconverges, as a result of 
which efficient verification during these bursts is of 
utmost importance. Moreover, efficient authentication is 
more desirable since periodic update messages rather than 
only event driven messages may be required [2].  

There are various reasons why existing schemes are 
inefficient. Separate verifications of digital signatures and 
frequent communication with out-band repositories are 
obviously two obstacles to efficiency of existing schemes, 
which can be to a certain extent overcome by the 
presented scheme.  

For improving efficiency, we take full advantage of 
specific characteristics of DSA (Digital Signature 
Algorithm) and thus present a scheme for preventing IP 
prefix hijacking, where DSA [26] is the abbreviation of 
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Digital Signature Algorithm proposed by the U.S. 
National Institute of Standards and Technology (NIST). It 
obviously belongs to asymmetric cryptography based 
solutions as S-BGP [8], SoBGP [9], psBGP [10], and OA 
[11].  

There are two characteristics, which are DSA-based 
and efficient, in the proposed scheme. Firstly, because 
DSA is a United States Federal Government standard for 
digital signatures, the DSA-based can maintain 
compatibility with the DSA and its analytical tools, and 
thus it is easier for proposed scheme to be widely 
accepted and applied into practice. Secondly, public key 
certificates are not necessary because public keys can be 
computed by using a formula. Separated verifying 
signatures in these certificates, which are inevitable in 
almost all existing cryptography-based schemes, can be 
replaced with computing of a multi-exponentiation 
formula. Moreover, there are no repositories, whose 
deployment and management are removed. Therefore, the 
proposed scheme is efficient.  

The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 2 
presents the proposed scheme, which includes the 
framework and details of each part of this framework. In 
Section 3, we explain two theoretical bases including 
DSA and existing authentication of origin AS, on which 
proposed scheme is based. Section 4 discusses the result 
of our work. Section 5 compares proposed scheme with 
S-BGP according to size of related information, and 
convergence time. Finally, we present the conclusion and 
the future works in Section 6.  

 
2   DSA-based method for authenticating origin 

autonomous systems 
 
In this section, we present our scheme, the 

cryptographic basis of which is the DSA. We firstly 
describe the framework of the proposed scheme, which is 
followed by details of each part of this framework.  

 
2.1 Framework of proposed scheme 

 
In existing asymmetric cryptography based methods 

for authenticating origin ASes, overall steps have been 
formed, which can be described as follows [8÷10] (see 
Fig. 3).  

Firstly, public/private key pairs are issued to the 
owner of advertised prefix. Secondly, an address 
attestation for prefixi is created by the owner. The address 
attestation is a signature signed by the owner’s private key. 
Thirdly, the owner uploads this address attestation to 
repositories from which all of BGP speakers can 
download this address attestation. Obviously, this 
distributing is out of band rather than in band (in update 
messages). Therefore, in most cases, the address 

attestation should be distributed to all of ASes before 
corresponding update messages are sent. S-BGP [8] 
suggests that repositories should be used from which 
every AS can download the entire address attestations, 
certificates, and CRLs (see Fig. 4). Fourthly, this address 
attestation can be verified by all of ASes. Certainly, the 
public key of owner of advertised prefix should also be 
gotten before verifying. Public keys usually exist in 
public key certificates. Before verifying, verifiers should 
authenticate public keys.  

We modify above framework as following in order to 
improve efficiency. Creators of address attestations do not 
upload address attestations to repositories any more. 
These address attestations are put into update messages 
after verifying them. Address attestations can be drawn 
out directly from update messages, and be verified 
immediately. In one word, address attestations are 
regarded as components of update messages in proposed 
scheme (see Fig. 5). 

Next, we compare the verifying framework of RPKI 
[7] (or S-BGP [8]) with that of proposed scheme in more 
detail. 

In RPKI or S-BGP, for authenticating origin 
autonomous systems, repositories spreading all over the 
Internet are necessary. These repositories have two main 
functions. One function is that address attestations, related 
public key certificates, and CRLs can be uploaded to 
these repositories by IANA, RIRs, key issuers, and 
owners of prefixes. The other function is that every ASes 
can download necessary objects from these repositories.  

As shown in Fig. 4, in RPKI, relying ASes download 
and verify RPKI objects out of band (rather in real time as 
part of BGP), and RPKI objects are uploaded and stored 
at directories that are controlled by their issuers [7, 26]. 
The main obstacle to put RPKI objects into update 
messages is that an update message is limited in length to 
4096 bytes and thus update messages are too small to 
carry the necessary public key certificates for most update 
messages (note that an x. 509 public key certificate would 
be about 500 ÷ 1000 bytes long [8]).  

In proposed scheme, it is not necessary for 
authenticating origin autonomous systems to deploy 
repositories because update messages can carry necessary 
information related public keys. In RPKI or S-BGP, 
information related public key includes public key 
certificates. In proposed scheme, there are no public key 
certificates in information related public keys. Therefore, 
information related public key is much smaller than that 
of RPKI. Public key certificates are mainly used to 
authenticate public keys. In our scheme, it is not 
necessary for authenticating public keys to resort to 
certificates.  

 

 
Figure 3 Overall steps of existing schemes for origin authentication 
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Figure 4 The framework of authenticating origin AS in typical existing scheme 

 
As shown in Fig. 5, current address attestations and 

information related public keys are sent to origin AS 
(denoted as AS0), which are broadcast in update messages. 
Relying ASes can draw them directly from update 

messages. It is obviously more convenient and efficient 
than RPKI or S-BGP. There are no repositories, which can 
relieve burden of cost of purchasing, deploying, and 
managing repositories all over the Internet.  

 

 
Figure 5 The framework of authenticating origin AS in proposed scheme 

 
2.2 Public/private key pairs issuing for prefix owners 

 
In proposed scheme, public/private key pairs have to 

be issued to prefix owners. Private keys, which are in 
these key pairs, are used to create address attestations by 
prefix owners. IANA (Internet Assigned Numbers 
Authority) acts as trust root in our scheme. IANA is 
regarded as initial owner who is owner of all possible 
prefixes. The IANA issues some large prefixes to some 
organizations and makes them owners of these prefixes 
who in turn issue parts of these prefixes to other 
organizations and make them owners of these smaller 
prefixes.  

Shown as Fig. 6, steps of key pairs issuing are 
initiation, key pair issuing, and DSA-based validation of 

key pairs, for which we will give detailed explanation.  
The DSA-based algorithms for issuing keys are as 

follows.  
(1) Initiation: Public/private key pair itself and 

parameters of the whole signature/verification system are 
created by IANA. This initiation uses the key generation 
for DSA [26], whose steps are as follows.  

 
Algorithm 1: Initiation 

1. Select a prime number q which is 160 bits. 
2. Choose t so that 0 ≤ t ≤ 8, and select a prime 
number p where 2511 + 64t < p < 2512 + 64t, with the 
property that q divides (p−1).  
3. Select a generator g, whose order is q, of the 
unique cyclic group pZ ∗ . 
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3.1 Select an element a in pZ ∗  and compute g = 
a(p−1)/q mod p.  

3.2 If g =1 then go to step 3.1.  
4. Select a random integer s0 such that 1 ≤ s0 ≤ q−1.  
5. Compute PK0 =gs0 mod p.  
6. IANA’s public key is (p, q, g, PK0); IANA’s 
private key is s0.  

 
(2) Key pairs issuing: Shown as Fig. 6, key pairs 

issuing will be elaborated in three aspects. The three 
aspects include hierarchical issuing of key pairs, secure 
and hierarchical issuing of key pairs, control of validity 
period. Algorithm 2 is about hierarchical issuing of key 
pairs, Algorithm 3 is about secure and hierarchical issuing 
of key pairs, and Algorithm 4 is about control of validity 
period.  

We assume current prefix is prefixi, and prefixi−1 is 
parent prefix of prefixi. Address block denoted by 
prefixi−1 contains address block denoted by prefixi. 

We assume that public/private key pair corresponding 
prefixi−1 is pki−1/si−1. A DSA-based signature is signed by 
the owner of prefix i. For issuing owner of prefix i 
public/private key pair, which is as the following 
algorithm. 

 
Algorithm 2: Hierarchical issuing of key pairs 

1. Select a random secret integer ki, 0 < ki < q 
2. Compute  ri = ( 1

ik
ir − mod p), ir

′ = rimod q  

3. Compute 1
ik − mod q  

4. Compute  si= 1
ik − (h(prefixi#) + ir

′ ·si-1) mod q 
(h() is a hash function h: {0,1}*→ Zq)  

5. The signature for prefixi# signed by the owner of 
prefix i−1 is the pair (ri, si) 

6. The owner of prefixi−1 sends the pair (ri, si) and 
r1, r2,..., ri−1 to the owner of prefixi, where si acts 
as the private key of prefixi 

 

 
Figure 6 Steps of key Pair Issuing 

 
There are the following two differences between 

algorithm 2 and DSA:  
The first difference: The ir

′  in resultant signature is 
being replaced with the ri. If the signature is a DSA 
signature on prefix i# by the corresponding private key of 
prefixi−1, the signature should be the pair (r′i, si), rather 
than the pair (ri, si). The reason why we make this 
transform will be explained in the Subsection 2.4.  

The second difference: Ri and ir
′  are computed from 

ri−1 i rather than g. Note that r0 is just the g. In DSA, ri 
and ir

′ are computed from g, where ir
′  = (gki mod p) 

mod q. The reason why we make this transform will be 
explained in the Subsection 2.4.  

According to ability of an authority impersonating 
users, there are three levels of trust [27] as follows in Tab. 
1. 

 
Table 1 Three levels of trust 

level 1 
The users’ secret keys are known by the authority 
who thus can impersonate any user without being 
detected. 

level 2 

The users’ secret keys are not known by the authority 
who is still capable of impersonating any user by 
generating false certificates that may be used without 
being detected. 

level 3 
The users’ secret keys are not known by the authority 
who will be detected if it generates false certificates 
for users. 

 
Clearly, the level 3 is the most desirable one. Above 

Algorithm 2 only reaches trust level 1 because the owner 
of prefixi−1 knows the private key (which is si) of owner 
of prefixi, which may be insufficient in authenticating 
origin autonomous systems. 

We modify Algorithm 2 to reach trust level 3 by using 
a kind of weak blind signature, the detail steps of which 
can be seen in Algorithm 3.  

Because the weak blind signature is introduced, the 
secret key si can be hidden to the owner of prefix i who is 
even if the issuer of this private key, which causes that 
Algorithm 3 reaches trust level 3.  

The weak blind signature introduced by Algorithm 3 
is elaborated as follows.  

The owner of prefixi−1, whereas it creates the is~  

does not know the random secret integer ik~ . Thus, it 

cannot compute iii s~k~s γ1)( −= . 
The owner of prefixi−1 cannot create is~  which can 

go through verification of the owner of prefix I if it does 
not execute step 3 of Algorithm 3, which is because the 
owner of prefixi multiples is~  by 1)( −

ik~  to compute si in 
step 11 of Algorithm 3, and verifies si by using ri sent 
from the owner of prefixi−1. 

Fig. 7 shows the deliveries of information between 
the key issuer and key receipter for creating a weak blind 
signature. Key receipter delivers ir~  to key issuer. The 

ir~  computedly links to secret random integer ik~  which 
is hidden to key issuer. According to intractability of 
discrete logarithm problem, key issuer cannot compute 

ik~  from ir~  because ik~

ii rr~ 1−=  mod p. 
 

Algorithm 3: Secure and hierarchical issuing of key pairs 
1. The owner of prefixi−1 send r1, r2,..., ri−1 to the 

owner of prefix  
2. The owner of prefixi select a random secret 

integer ik~ , 0 < ik~  < q. 

3. Compute ir~ = ( ik~

ir 1−  mod p)  
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4. The owner of prefixi send ir~  to the owner of 
prefixi−1 

5. The owner of prefixi−1 select a random secret 
integer ki, 0 < ki < q  

6. Compute ri = ( ir ⋅ 1
ik

ir − mod p), r′ = ri mod q 

7. Compute 1
ik −  mod q  

8. Compute ])([ 1
1

−
− ⋅+= iiii s'r#prefixhks~  mod q 

(h() is a hash function h: {0,1}*→ Zq)  
9. The signature for prefixi # signed by the owner of 

prefixi−1 is the pair (ri, is~ ) 
10. The owner of prefixi−1 send the pair (ri, is~ ) and r1, 

r2, ..., ri−1 to the owner of prefixi 
11. The owner of prefixi compute iii s~k~s ⋅= −1)(   

mod q 
12. is acts as the private key of prefixi 

 
On the other hand, key issuer has to multiply 1

ik
ir −  by 

ir~ to get a suitable ri. Otherwise, the ri cannot be 

corresponding to si because si is the result of multiplying

is~  by 1)( −
ik~ . 

Therefore, the pair (ri, si) is a weak blind signature of 
key issuer for message prefixi #. The si, which is part of 
the signature and only known by key receipter, is hidden 
to key issuer and thus secure when treated as private key.  

Comparing with Algorithm 2, Algorithm 3 can hide si 
from the owner of prefixi−1. However, there is no control 
of validity period of public keys in Algorithm 3, which is 
used to reduce the impact of replay attacks in proposed 
scheme.  

If there is no replay protection, replay attacks, where 
a legitimate prefix advertisement which has been 
previously heard (even if this advertisement has been 
drawn), can be launched by malicious attackers. 

In proposed scheme, we prevent replays through the 
use of validity period: Each route is read advertised in the 
validity period. A validity period is an implicit timeout: 
the advertised route times out after the validity period 
ends. 

 

 
Figure 7 The process of creating of weak blind signature 

 
We can choose the length of a validity period in a 

way that provides higher security or lower overhead. Yet, 
a minimum period should be set such as one day at least. 
Some attackers may launch DoS (Denial-of-Service) 
attacks by excessive validity period changing. This kind 
of DoS attacks can be prevented by reducing the priority 
of verifying new validity periods in excess of five or six 
per day.  

A side effect caused by validity period, which can 
bring about a flood of advertisements of different 
autonomous systems because of synchronized period, 
should be considered carefully. This flood of 
advertisements is not launched by attackers. It emerges 
owing to similar periods and similar start time. For 
example, if most of validity periods are 2 days and most 
of start time is UTC (Universal Time Coordinated) 00:00, 
then in most of UTC 00:00 a flood of advertisements of 
different ASes probably emerges. 

To overcome this side effect, random and uniform 
boundaries between validity period are chosen by 
proposed scheme. These boundaries are one-way hash 
values of different prefix number. These hash values are 
regarded as offset from some well-known time such as 
UTC 00:00. For instance, the start time of first validity 
period of prefix "128.25.128.128/16", whose hash value is 

"e6f9d..." and is regarded as 7 hours 36 minutes 52 
seconds, is UTC 07:36:52.  

The hierarchical issuing of key pairs including weak 
blind signature and validity period is as Algorithm 4.  

In the step 8 of Algorithm 4, signing message 
includes validity period which is denoted as VPi. Validity 
periods are treated as parts of signing messages, so as to 
prevent attackers from replay attackers or tampering 
validity periods.  

Once the validity period expires, all of verifiers will 
check it out and thus reject this update message, which 
can be seen in step 3 and step 4 of Algorithm 5.  

Public/private key pair is issued to the owner of 
prefixi, where public key is value of a function of pki−1 
and ri, and private key is the signature si. This function, 
which is used to compute public key, will be derived and 
explained in Subsection 2.4.  

(3) DSA-based validation of key pairs: Public/private 
key pair, which is issued to the owner of prefix i by 
Algorithm 2, should be validated by the owner of prefix i. 
The algorithm to validate public/private key pairs is as 
Algorithm 5.  

The step 3 of Algorithm 5 is used to check whether 
validity period expires or not. This validity period cannot 
be tampered because tampered validity period cannot pass 
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through the verification of step 4 7 of Algorithm 5.  
In step 5 of Algorithm 5, the " iu

i
iu

ii pkrv 2
1

1)1( −−= γ  

mod p" substitutes for " iu
i

iu
i pkgv 2

1
1)( −= γ mod p" in DSA. 

The reason why the base g is replaced with the ri−1 will be 
explained in Subsection 2.4. 
 

Algorithm 4: Secure and hierarchical issuing of key pairs which can 
prevent replay attacks 

1. The owner of prefixi send r1, r2,..., ri−1, VP1, 
VP2,..., VPi−1 to the owner of prefix i 

2. The owner of prefix i select a random secret 
integer ik~ , 0 < ik~ < q  

3. Compute ik~

ii rr~ 1( −=  mod p) 
4. The owner of prefixi send ir~  to the owner of 

prefixi−1 
5. The owner of prefixi−1 select a random secret 

integer ki, 0 < ki < q  
6. Compute ri = ( ik

ii rr~ 1−γ  mod p), ri′ = ri mod q 
7. Compute 1

ik −  mod q  

8. Compute is~ = 1
ik − (h(prefixi #∥VPi) + ri

 ′·si-1)  
mod q  
(h() is a hash function h: {0,1}*→ Zq, VP denotes 
validity period in current signature, whose form is 
as "TB～TE" where TB denotes start day and TE 
denotes end day.)  

9. The signature for prefixi # signed by the owner of 
prefixi−1 is the pair (ri, is~ )  

10. The owner of  prefix i-1 send the pair (ri, is~ ) and 
r1, r2, ..., , ri−1, VP1, VP2,..., VPi−1, VPi to the 
owner of prefixi 

11. The owner of prefixi−1 compute iii s~k~s ⋅= −1)(
mod q 

12. si acts as the private key of prefixi 
 

Algorithm 5: Validation of key pairs 
1. Obtain authentic public key corresponding 

prefixi−1, which is pki−1 
2. Check that 0 < ri < p and 0 < si < q; if not, then 

reject the issued key pair.  
3. Check that current time is in VPi; if not, then 

reject the issued key pair.  
4. Compute  wi =

1
is−  mod q, h(prefixi #∥VPi) and 

r'i = ri mod q  
5. Compute uli = wi· h(prefixi #∥VPi) mod q and 

 u2i = r'i · wi mod q  
6. Compute vi = iu

i
iu

i pkr 2
1

1
1)( −− ⋅ mod p  

7. Accept the key pair (ri, si) if and only if vi = ri 
 
2.3 Address attestations creating and distributing 

 
The private key, which is denoted by si, is issued by 

the owner of prefixi−1 according to Algorithm 2. An 
address attestation of prefixi is created by the owner of 
prefixi by using private key si, the algorithm to do which 
is as follow.  
 
 

Algorithm 6: Creating an address attestation of prefixi 
1. Select a random secret integer k, 0 < k < q  
2. Select an origin autonomous system of prefixi, 

whose number is denoted by AS0#  
3. Compute r = (gk mod p) mod q  
4. Compute k−1 mod q  
5. Compute s = k−1· (h(AS0#) + r·si) mod q  
6. The signature for AS0 signed by the owner of 

prefixi is the pair (r, s)  
7. The owner of prefixi sends the pair (r, s) and r1, 
r2,..., ri−1 to the origin autonomous system of prefixi 

 

 
Figure 8 Steps of verification of address attestations 

 
Address attestation will be sent to the origin AS of 

prefixi after creating by Algorithm 6. This address 
attestation can be used to authenticate the origin AS of 
advertised prefix by any other ASes in the AS PATH of 
update messages for advertised prefix (note that origin AS 
can be denoted by AS0). The authentication of origin AS 
is actually the verification of an address attestation which 
is a DSA signature.  

Address attestations should be distributed to all of the 
ASes in the AS_PATH attributes of update messages for 
prefixi before verifying. As to what is described in 
subsection 2.1, in our scheme, creators of address 
attestations do not upload address attestations to 
repositories anymore. These address attestations are put 
into update messages after verifying them. Address 
attestations can be drawn out directly from update 
messages, and be verified immediately. Address 
attestations are regarded as components of update 
messages in proposed scheme.  

 
2.4 Verification of address attestations 

 
Because address attestations are components of 

update messages in proposed scheme, they can be taken 
by receivers directly from update messages. After being 
taken from update messages, address attestations, which 
are DSA-based signatures, can be verified by veri.ers.  

In RPKI or S-BGP, for verification of an address 
attestation, two steps have to been executed by a verifier. 
One is to verify address attestation using public key 
corresponding to advertised prefixes, where a signature is 
verified. The other is to authenticate public key 
corresponding to advertised prefixes, where several 
signatures exist in the chain from IANA to the owner of 
advertised prefix have to be verified separately.  

In our scheme, there are also two steps to be executed 
for verifying an address attestation by a veri.er (see Fig. 
8). The first step is to compute public key, which 
corresponds to advertised prefix, by using a formula and 
information drawn directly from current update message. 
The second step is to verify current address attestation, 
which is a DSA-based signature, by using this public key 
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computed in the first step. 
We firstly describe how to verify an address 

attestation using a public key gotten by computing, and 
then explain how to compute a public key according to 
information within an update message.  

(1) Verifying an address attestation using an existing 
public key: The Algorithm 7 describes how to verify an 
address attestation using a public key gotten by 
computing.  

 
Algorithm 7: Validation of address attestations 

1. Computing authentic public key corresponding 
prefixi, which is pki 

2. Verify that 0 < r < p and 0 < s < q; if not, then 
reject the issued key pair.  

3. Compute w = s−1 mod q, h(AS0#)  
4. Compute u1 = w·h(AS0#) mod q 

and u2 = r·w mod q.  
5. Compute v = 21 )()( u

i
u

i pkr ⋅ mod p.  
6. Accept the key pair (r, s) if and only if v = r  

 
In DSA, for an entity, the function mapping a private 

key to corresponding public key is that pk = gs mod p, 
where pk denotes public key, s denotes private key, g and 
p are parameters of the current DSA system in the 
initiation phase.  

In Algorithm 7, the step 1 is to compute current 
public key. Next, we will elaborate how to compute a 
public key according to information drawn from an 
update message.  

(2) Computing a public key according to information 
within an update message: For reducing the burden of 
computing, we transform pk = gs mod p (which is 
function mapping a private key to corresponding public 
key) into ( ) is

i ipk r=  mod p, where ri has been 
described in Algorithm 2, pki/si is public/private key pair 
corresponding to prefixi. As function pk = gs mod p, the 
function ( ) is

i ipk r= mod p is also a one way function 
whose security is based on the intractability of the 
discrete logarithm problem, and the private key cannot be 
extracted from the corresponding public key. In a similar 
way, for the owner of prefixi-1, whose function should be 

1
1 1( ) is

i ipk r −
− −=  mod p. The algorithm for signing a 

message is the same as the DSA except that the ri = ( ikg

mod p) mod q is replaced with the ri = ( 1( ) ik
ir − mod p) 

mod q which has been described in the Step 2 of 
Algorithm 2. For verifiers of the signatures signed by the 
owner of prefixi, the verifying algorithm is almost the 
same as that of DSA except that the base g is replaced by 
the base ri−1, which has been described in the Step 5 of 
Algorithm 5.  

By analyzing the Algorithm 5, we find that this 
DSA-based verifying algorithm for validation of key pairs 
is actually to check the equation  

 
) mod (

1
)#(prefix

1 )()()( qir
i

ih
i

is
i pkrr −− ⋅=  mod p       (1)  

 
If this equation holds, then signature (ri, si) is 

validated. Otherwise, signature (ri, si) is false. Because pki 

= is
ir )( , we can replace is

ir )( with pki, and thus  
) mod (

1
)#(prefix

1 )()( qir
i

ih
ii pkrpk −− ⋅=  mod p         (2)  

 
The formula (2) can be applied recursively as the 

following.  
 

) mod (
1

)#(prefix
1 )()( qir

i
ih

ii pkrpk −− ⋅= mod p 
) mod 1(

2
)#1(prefix

21 )()( qir
i

ih
ii pkrpk −

−
−

−− ⋅= mod p 
) mod 2(

3
)#2(prefix

32 )()( qir
i

ih
ii pkrpk −

−
−

−− ⋅= mod p 
......  

) mod 1(
0

)#1(prefix
1 )()( qrh pkgpk ⋅= mod p 

 
Thus,  
 

) mod (
1

)#(prefix
1 )()( qir

i
ih

ii pkrpk −− ⋅= mod p = 

ppppk
rrr

pp
pkrr

qirqirqir
i

ih
i

ih
i

ih
i

qir

qir
i

ih
i

ih
i

 mod) mod) mod)(
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 mod ) mod
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) mod () mod 1() mod 2(
3

)#2(prefix
3

)#1(prefix
2
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1
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) mod 1(
2

)#1(prefix
2

)#(prefix
1

−−
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−
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−
−−

−
−

−
−−

⋅
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=
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......  
 
Therefore, we can achieve the following equation 

(note that r0 is just the g).  
 

( ( #) )mod

11

i
j kk j

h prefix r qi
i jj

pk r =
⋅

−=

∏=∏
1

( )mod

0 mod
i

jj
r q

pk p=∏  
 
Above formula has not thought of the factor of 

validity period. If we consider the factor of validity period 
according to Algorithm 4, then the following equation can 
be achieved.  

 
( ( #|| ) )mod

11

i
j j kk j

h prefix VP r qi
i jj

pk r =
⋅

−=

∏=∏
1

( )mod

0 mod
i

jj
r q

pk p=∏                   (3) 
 
From the derivation process of formula (3), we can 

see that the private key of current prefix is just the second 
half of DSA signature of current prefix# signed by the 
private key of upstream prefix. Every substitution of 
iteration is just the right part of formula (1), and thus can 
be regarded as a validation of corresponding DSA 
signature under the definition that ( ) js

j jpk r= , where j = 
0, 1,..., i.  

Any AS in AS PATH of update messages can use 
public key of advertised prefix to verify corresponding 
address attestations, the algorithm to do which is 
Algorithm 7. By using formula (3), any AS can compute 
the public key of advertised prefix. If verification of an 
address attestation succeeds by using computed public 
key, then we can draw a conclusion that the origin AS is 
authenticated and corresponding public key is issued 
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correctly, which denotes that we can rule out the 
possibility that IP prefix hijacking exists in process of 
broadcast of current update message.  

 
3  Theoretical basis  

 
There are two theoretical bases which include DSA 

and existing authentication of origin AS, on which the 
proposed scheme is based.  

 
3.1 DSA 

 
DSA lays cryptographic foundation of the proposed 

scheme, which is a United States Federal Government 
standard for digital signatures. The standard was 
expanded in 2009 as FIPS 186-3 [26].  

The DSA consists of three algorithms including key 
generation, DSA signature generation, and DSA signature 
verification. Details of these three algorithms can be seen 
as following [26].  

 
Key generation for DSA 

1. Select a prime number q which is 160 bits.  
2. Choose t so that 0 ≤ t ≤ 8, and select a prime 

number p where 2511 + 64t < p < 2512 + 64t, with 
the property that q divides (p−1).  

3. Select a generator g, whose order is q, of the 
unique cyclic group Zp

* 
3.1 Select an element a in Zp and compute  

g = a(p−1)/q mod p.  
3.2 If g =1 then go to step 3.1.  

4. Select a random integer s0 such that 1 ≤ s0 ≤ 
(q−1).  
5. Compute PK0 = 0sg mod p.  
6. IANA’s public key is (p, q, g, PK0); IANA’s 

private key is s0.  
 

DSA signature generation 
1. Select a random secret integer k, 0 < k < q  
2. Compute r = ( ikg mod p) mod q  
3. Compute k−1 mod q  
4. Compute sig = k−1(h(m) + r·s) mod q, where s is 

the private key of signer.  
(the signed message is m, h() is a hash function h: 
{0,1}* . .→ Zq)  

5. The signature for m is the pair (r, sig)  
 

DSA signature verification 
1. Obtain authentic public key, which is pk 
2. Verify that 0 < r < p and 0 < sig < q; if not, then 

reject the signature.  
3. Compute w = sig−1 mod q, h(m)  
4. Compute u1 = w·h(m) mod q and u2 = r·w mod q  
5. Compute v = 21 uu pkg ⋅ mod p  
6. Accept the key pair (r, sig) if and only if v = r  

 
3.2 Existing authentication of origin AS 

 
Certificates are necessary for authenticating public 

keys and binding IP prefixes to these public keys 
belonging to the organization to which the IP prefixes are 

assigned [7], in existing cryptography-based schemes for 
preventing IP prefix hijacking such as some typical 
schemes of which are S-BGP [8], SoBGP [9], psBGP [10], 
OA [11], SPV [13], HCBGP [12], and so on. Each 
certificate contains a private extension that specifies the 
set of address blocks that have been allocated to the 
organization. The initial deployment of the Resource 
Public Key Infrastructure (RPKI) [7] taken up by the 
IETF SIDR working group [15] shows this kind of 
methods is to some extent accepted. For authenticating 
origin ASes, this kind of methods mainly uses X.509 
digital certificates and RSA [7].  

An X.509 certificate is used to bind a public key to an 
organization and to a set of prefixes. There are two binds 
in a certificate. One is to bind the DNS name of an 
organization and a list of prefix(es) owned by this 
organization, the other is to bind this DNS name and its 
public key. This shows the DNS name is the bridge 
between public key and the list of prefix(es). If there is no 
certificate in this architecture, the bind of public key and 
the list of prefix(es) will be lost because the DNS name 
no longer exists [14].  

However, in proposed scheme, it is not necessary to 
carry certificates in update messages when address 
attestations are distributed in update messages. An earlier 
variant of our work, previously published in [14], 
provided similar guarantees but cannot maintain 
compatibility with the DSA and its analytical tools. 
Maintaining compatibility with the DSA and its analytical 
tools, which is sophisticated, is not only the key point of 
this paper but also very important to our method because 
DSA is a United States Federal Government standard for 
digital signatures and thus this method becomes easier to 
practical application.  

IANA assigns IP address blocks (or prefixes) to 
organizations, which in turn assign smaller prefixes to 
service organizations. These service organizations often 
assign these blocks to their customers. At each step in the 
delegation, the recipient organization of the prefix 
generates an asymmetric private key to represent the 
organization [8]. The prefix issuer uses its private key to 
sign the public key of the recipient organization, together 
with a list of prefixes which are delegated to the 
organization, forming the public key certificate of the 
recipient organization, or simply certificate. The 
organization that owns one or more prefix(es) thus has a 
certificate signed by the issuer of the prefix(es).  

There is one signature in each certificate. Signatures 
which are in certificates have to be verified separately, 
which causes heavy overhead of public-key-related 
information and on-line computation.  

 
4  Results 

 
In our DSA-based scheme described in Section II, a 

verifier can compute public key corresponding advertised 
prefix only according to information contained in update 
messages. The information includes the address 
attestation and all of rj(j = 1, 2, ..., i) relaid by all issuers 
in hierarchical issuing of key pairs. Using the formula (3), 
the public key of advertised prefix can be achieved and 
used to verify the address attestations. If this verification 
fails, update messages will be rejected. Otherwise, the 
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success of this verification shows that an address 
attestation is signed by the private key which is issued to 
the owner of advertised prefix by the hierarchical issuing 
process described as Algorithm2 and thus the 
corresponding public key is authenticated. Therefore, for 
authenticating the public key, it is not necessary for a 
verifier to check a series of certificates existing in 
certification path from the owner of advertised prefix to 
the IANA. Thus the authentication of origin ASes is 
efficient.  

Moreover, in our scheme, for defending against IP 
prefix hijacking, computing public key of owner of prefix 
using formula (3) is main burden as well as using this 
public key to verify the address attestation which is a 
DSA signature. Formula (3) is a multi-exponentiation. 
Using some trick algorithms [28], separated verifying 
signatures in public key certificates, which is inevitable in 
almost all existing cryptography-based schemes (such as 
S-BGP), can be replaced with computing of this 
multi-exponentiation formula. Thus, the efficiency is 
achieved.  

 
5  Comparison  

 
In this section, we compare proposed scheme with 

S-BGP according to size of related information, and 
convergence time.  

 
5.1 Size of related information  

 
According to size of related information for origin 

authentication, we compare the proposed scheme with the 
S-BGP [8].  

In S-BGP, related information includes 5 public key 
certificates in a single issuing chain on average. Related 
information also includes an address attestation which is 
about 128+20 bytes. In proposed scheme, related 
information includes rj (j=1,..., 5) where each rj is about 
128 bytes long, as well as an address attestation.  

 

 
Figure 9 A comparison between sizes of public-key-related of 

S-BGP and proposed scheme 
 

Size of related information in S-BGP:  
Size1≈ (500 ~ 1000)×5+128+20 = 2648 ~ 5148 bytes  
Size of related information in proposed scheme:  
Size2≈128×5+128+20 = 788 bytes  
 
By comparing Size1 with Size2 (see Fig. 9) we can 

see that in S-BGP, because update messages are limited in 

length to 4096 bytes and thus are too small to carry the 
necessary related information; however, in the proposed 
method, the limitation of 4096 bytes cannot prevent the 
related information from being part of update messages, 
and thus a verifier can authenticate address attestations 
and public keys only according to the information within 
update messages.  

 
5.2 Convergence time  

 
The SSF Net (Scalable Simulation Framework 

Network models) simulator is used by us to compare the 
impact that update processing under S-BGP and proposed 
method might have on convergence time. The most of 
default values of options for SSFNet configuring are used 
by us, such as MRAI (Minimum Route Advertisement 
Interval) = 30 s. The key options for SSFNet configuring 
in our experiments are the proc-delay model and 
proc-time (includes min-proc-time and max-proc-time, 
and we set them equal).  
 

 
Figure 10 A comparison between convergence times of S-BGP and 

proposed scheme 
 

Fig. 10 is about the convergence time comparing 
S-BGP with proposed method.  
 
6  Conclusions and future work 

 
In this paper, for improving efficiency of 

authentication of origin AS, we present a DSA-based 
scheme for preventing IP prefix hijacking. By taking full 
advantage of specific characteristics of DSA, proposed 
scheme can at least enjoy the two following advantages: 
(1) Owing to extensive body of experience and literature 
associated with the DSA which is a United States Federal 
Government standard for digital signatures, proposed 
scheme is easier to be widely accepted and put into 
practice. (2) Public key certificates, which are used to 
authenticate public keys, are not necessary. In most 
existing cryptography-based schemes, for authenticating 
public keys, public key certificates are necessary where 
signatures have to be verified separately, which causes 
heavy overhead of public-key-related information and 
on-line computation. In proposed scheme, public keys 
used to verifying origin attestations can be directly 
computed by using a multi-exponentiation formula, where 
correctness of public keys is up to corresponding 
verifying of origin attestations. Therefore, the proposed 
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scheme is efficient because separated verifying of 
signatures of certificates can be replaced with computing 
of a formula.  

Future work will cover the extension of the proposed 
scheme from defending against IP prefix hijacking, to the 
defence for AS PATH tampering which is also DSA-based 
and efficient. For further improving the efficiency of 
authentication of origin AS, based on methods presented 
in this paper, some other tricks can be integrated in our 
scheme. For example, signature amortization (where one 
message can be sent to all the peers, and only one new 
signature is involved [2]) can be used to relieve the 
burden of computation of creating signatures and thus 
improve efficiency.  
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